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As a Dealer Service Specialist, responsible for Providing a first-class dealer service
experience by consistently exceeding customer expectations, Ensuring that all 
aspects of the dealerships customer service program are carried out efficiently 
and effectively, Managing multiple dealer accounts, including new and existing 
accounts, as well as partner dealerships, and also Performing due diligence on 
new or potential customer accounts to ensure a positive relationship with them.

JULY 2015 – 2022
DEALER SERVICE SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Processed title as they enter the office.
 Assisted dealers by phone, fax, or email regarding inaccuracies in funding 

packets.
 Researched and resolved any issues in order to build trust and secure the 

relationship between UAI and customers/dealers.
 Resolved Dealer concerns to ensure low customer effort and customer 

satisfaction with loan services provided.
 Provided customer service by assisting them with any issues they may have 

with their vehicle, such as problems with brakes or windshield wipers.
 Performed routine maintenance on vehicles to make sure they are performing 

as expected.
 Helped maintain the dealership&rsquo;s reputation through good customer 

service and repair work.

2010 – 2015
DEALER SERVICE SPECIALIST - DELTA CORPORATION

 Responsible for assisting dealers with payments, flooring, application 
processing, title processing, offering superior customer service, logging.

 Provide dealers with customer payoff information while multitasking and 
adhering to state guidelines; fulfill requests while maintaining calls in .

 Modified Material Handling contracts post-booking Re-booked Conditional Sales, 
Dollar Option, and Operating Lease Contracts Modified and Entered New .

 Selling financial services and floorplans to independent auto dealers using 
Salesforce software Providing a high level of customer service while .

 Floor-plan units and handle title work daily Process dealer applications and 
contracts signings Evaluate and identify dealers business needs for .

 Discounted retail, lease and commercial contracts Handled dealer inquiries 
regarding plans, programs, and Commercial products.

 Clearing items associated with the establishment of GMAC accounts.
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EDUCATION

MS

SKILLS

Collaborative Team Member, Pays Attention To Detail,.
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